
St. Bartholomew’s Episcopal Church sermon for the ninth Sunday
after Pentecost 2021: “What are they among so many people?”

OK, I admit it: I love esoteric exploration of all things philosophy
and theology, probably more than most people.  So please
indulge me for a few minutes.

We’re going to start today with the work of perhaps the most
eminent scholastic theologian in Western Christianity: St. Thomas
Aquinas.  Aquinas was a prolific writer and theologian to put it
mildly, and one of his many famous pieces was the so-called five
proofs for the existence of God.

These were not, of course, proofs in the modern mathematical
sense, but they were rather philosophical arguments for why the
existence of God is a completely rational, and plausible,
proposition.

One in particular has always stuck in my mind: the argument
about the uncaused cause.  It goes like this: everything in nature,
including the world of human affairs, can be traced to a chain of
causes that led up to it.  Take, for example, your existence.  It can
be traced to two people born before you having, through a
complex variety of circumstances, wound up together, and
likewise their existence can be traced to two others born before
them, and so on back through the ages.

If, Aquinas argues, we can assume that the world began at some
point and that time, at least in this order of creation, doesn’t
stretch back infinitely, that leads us to a conclusion. At some
point in time, there was a first cause that caused all else that has
happened and sprung into existence since then.  This uncaused



cause is what we call God.  In the beginning, God, the only Being
whose existence is completely independent of all else, called
creation into existence from absolutely nothing. And from that
point on, that original creation has cascaded, one cause after the
next, into what we have today.

Now as I said before this certainly isn’t proof in the mathematical
sense.  But it does serve two great purposes.  First, it is a great
plausibility argument that is hard to deconstruct, since it comes
from a simple observation of nature and the way it behaves.
Second, it says far more than meets the eye about how God
creates.

Basically it says in very different words exactly the same thing
that Jewish and Christian commentators on the Bible’s creation
stories have said over the centuries.  In the very beginning, God
makes something out of nothing.  After that, however, God’s
creative work is in partnership with the creation, and new things
are always made out of what already exists.

Now you might be wondering how all of this is relevant to today’s
lessons and to life in general.  It’s far more relevant than it first
appears to be.

It’s not just what we might term normal creation that follows the
pattern I’ve outlined here.  Miracles do as well. And today’s
miracle illustrates that strongly.

The feeding of the five thousand is an event recorded with minor
differences in all four Gospels.  John’s version, the one we heard
today, gives special mention to a little boy’s offering of five barley
loaves and two fish as a key precursor to what becomes a feeding



of miraculous abundance.  And there is of course St. Andrew’s
predictable comment about the little boy’s offering: But what are
they among so many people?

Look at the pattern: Jesus intends to perform a miracle, but he
doesn’t simply jump ahead and make something out of nothing.
Instead he waits a beat until some element of creation, human or
otherwise, surrenders up a seed so to speak out of which he will
make something unexpected and extraordinary.

Don’t all of the miracles of which we’re told follow this pattern?
God takes some element of creation, maybe water, bread, wine,
or human labor, and expands upon it, multiplies it, with such
incredible abundance and generosity that we cannot look at what
just happened and say it was business as usual.  Something that
exceeds creation’s usual limitations has occurred.

And this is where St. Andrew’s question deserves further
examination. But what are they among so many people? In his
mind, feeding five thousand people in the desert with the
resources they had was impossible.  But what would have
happened if he had been so inflexible in that thinking that he
wasn’t willing to cooperate with Jesus?  What if, when Jesus told
him to make the people sit down and prepare for a feast he had
instead taken it upon himself to send them home because there
was nothing to eat?  No miracle, right?

Perhaps the biggest impediment to miracles isn’t the limitations of
the natural world but rather the self-imposed limitations of our



minds.  If we have decided beyond all doubt that the loaves and
fishes we have at our disposal aren’t enough to get the job done,
then they’re not.

But if we are willing to entertain even a sliver of hope, suspend
our disbelief in even the tiniest way, that opens a window.  That
gives God the sort of partnership with creation that God always
seems to use in performing a miracle.

Apparently we don’t even need to be enthusiastic or full-hearted
participants.  We just need to have enough faith to give God
permission to do what God does.  We just need to hear that even
though what we have may not be enough to feed even ourselves
we should go ahead and tell five thousand people to sit down and
get ready to eat, and we cooperate with that bizarre instruction.
God will take care of the rest.

There are so many places in our contemporary lives where we
can put this principle to work.  I could spend all too much time
naming seemingly intractable problems.  Declining global health,
climate change, fragile food supplies, unstable and violent
communities.  The list goes on and on.

And at first blush, even our fullest efforts and resources seem
nowhere near enough to meet these challenges. But what are
they among so many people?

But we are the little boy with his five barley loaves and two fish.
We don’t have to see how our seemingly meager offerings of our
prayers, our voices, and our labor can be enough. We don’t have
to have the slightest clue how the little we have is going to be
used to accomplish something huge.  We don’t even need to fully



trust.  We just need to do what it sounds like this little boy and
Jesus’ disciples did.  Shrug our shoulders and say, “Ok, if you say
so I’ll offer this up and see what happens.”

I can’t remotely promise that every time we do this there’s going
to be a miracle.  But if Scripture’s pattern is trustworthy, I can
reliably say that if what we want is miracles, this is what we must
do.  And beyond that, we must place it in God’s hands. And those
are some powerful hands.


